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ABSTRACT

Home Media Service

Pervasive multimedia devices require accurate video retargeting, especially in connected consumer electronics platforms. In this paper, we present a context assisted spatialtemporal grid scheme for consumer video retargeting. First,
we parse consumer videos from low-level features to highlevel visual concepts, combining visual attention into a more
accurate importance description. Then, a semantic importance map is built up representing the spatial importance
and temporal continuity, which is incorporated with a 3D
rectilinear grid scaleplate to map frames to the target display, thereby keeping the aspect ratio of semantically salient
objects as well as the perceptual coherency. Extensive evaluations were done on two popular video genres, sports and
advertisements. The comparison with state-of-the-art approaches on both images and videos have demonstrated the
advantages of the proposed approach.
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Figure 1: An application paradigm for consumer
video retargeting.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
comScore survey [1], viewers watched 12 billion online video
clips in May 2008. However, one challenge lies in presenting
decent video on diverse devices including cell phone, PDA,
laptop, PSP, digital camera, etc.
Video retargeting adapts videos to display devices with
clear and smooth imaging quality. Given a device screen,
the original video is adapted to a suitable version in terms
of scale and aspect ratio. Referring to Fig. 1, we show
four application scenarios of consumer video retargeting:
(1) Home Media Service. Owing to the widely used
high deﬁnition TV (HDTV) technologies, video retargeting
is required to alleviate the distortion from mapping 4 : 3 programs to a 16 : 9 wide screen. (2) Mobile Media Service.
Mobile media is becoming more popular due to the pervasive wireless internet access. Accordingly, the heterogeneity
of mobile devices has placed a demand for video adaptation,
which aims to take advantage of content analysis to outperform traditional solutions of cropping, squashing or black
padding, especially on the small screens. (3) Public Media Service. Diverse public facilities (e.g., entertainment
zones, LED stadium walls, and digital bulletin board) need
video retargeting for content adaptation across diﬀerent displays. (4) Internet Media Service. The success of online
video sharing communities have demonstrated the popularity of UGC, where it is desirable to utilize video retargeting
technique to meet users’ requirement of diﬀerent devices.
Consumer video genres include sports, advertisement, news
and family video. As two representative consumer videos,

I.2.10 [Vision and Scene Understanding]: Video analysis
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Consumer video is ubiquitous and economically vital in
our daily life. Distribution of rich media will reshape people’s habits in consuming media. For example, thanks to
the explosion of video sharing websites, it is typical to communicate through user-generated video content (UGC), such
as DV movies, music clips and video blogs. According to a
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Shot classiﬁcation and semantic analysis have been thoroughly studied in sports video and TV ads video. In sports,
camera motion was employed to annotate basketball videos
[26]. Ekin et al. [10] proposed a framework for analysis and
summarization of soccer videos using cinematic and objectbased features. Chang et al. [6] ﬁrst classiﬁed scene shots
in baseball video, then extracted highlight based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM). In [4] [33], the domain knowledge of soccer was used to model the structure of soccer
videos. In ad videos, video analysis is basically devoted to
ad detection, classiﬁcation and insertion within three categories. Rule-based methods [23] [15] apply heuristic rules to
low-level features to distinguish ads from general programs.
Logo-based [3] [2] methods identify ads by the presence or
absence of station logos. Learning based methods [12] [7]
attempt to train a binary ad classiﬁer based on low-level
audiovisual and textual features. Mei et al. [22] [21] proposed a contextual advertising system to associate relevant
ads and seamlessly inserts them into image and videos.

sports and ad videos have attracted much attention from
the industry due to their tremendous commercial value. For
example, in 2008, Olympic fans enjoyed a variety of ways to
access the image/video of their favorite athletes and games
from mobile devices. And ad videos from TV or IPTV are
critical for companies to promote their services. In addition,
sports and ads emerge jointly under many circumstances,
such as billboards surrounding the playﬁeld or virtual ads
during the game. In this paper, we will evaluate our video
retargeting techniques in sports and ad video domains.
After retargeting, the videos may have changes such as
part removal, adding and distortion. Hence we propose
to seek a trade-oﬀ between arranging foreground and background subjects for the retargeted video. Clearly, the lowlevel features mere cannot suﬃce for the task. Visual attention and higher level features (e.g., semantic concepts) are
needed to determine regions of importance to users. Though
scene understanding, object identiﬁcation and location are
challenging problems in a generic sense, due to structural
constraints in sports and ads, we can automatically detect
subjects such as playﬁeld, players, ball in sports, and product image, spokesperson face and brand logo in ad videos.
We argue that a reliable video retargeting scheme relies on
the combination of low-level features, visual attention and
higher-level concepts. Towards video retargeting, we aim
to achieve: (1) Information Maximization (IM); that is,
after removing redundancy, the retargeted videos have to
keep both the scene layout(background) and the focused
region(object) identiﬁable; (2) Deformation Minimization
(DM), namely, the retargeted video should introduce less
distortion within salient regions. We consider both spatial distortion and temporal incoherence; that the former
is mainly caused by aspect ratio change while the latter is
caused by discontinued frames. Additionally, since the proportion and photographic invariance of an interesting object
is perceptually critical, we should maintain visual continuity
after upsizing, downsizing, and aspect ratio adjustment.
Our major contributions are summarized as follows:

2.2 Video Retargeting
Existing work in video retargeting can be categorized into
two classes: cropping [11] [30] [16] [28] and resizing [25] [27]
[32] [5] [24]. Cropping uses a sliding window to pan through
a scene, which works like a virtual camera to cut oﬀ less
important margins. Resizing adjusts the frames in a nonhomogeneous manner by either squeezing less salient regions
or removing the seams with minimized energy.
In cropping, Fan and Wang[11][30] extracted the regions of
interest (ROIs) and sent output videos to users adaptively
with a “display path”. Liu et al. [16] transform a DVD
ﬁlm to a normal TV resolution, keeping the original camera
movement by using heuristic penalties. Likewise, a sliding
window was employed in [28] [20] to create the eﬀects of
pan, tilt and zoom from still images. When a single window
cannot cover two separate objects in one frame, intermittent black padding is usually applied, which disturbs most
viewers. Overall, the cropping methods introduce pseudocamera movements that compromise the original intent of
the photographer.
In terms of resizing techniques, Setlur ﬁrst introduced bilayer segmentation for scaling the ﬁlled-in background and
removed objects respectively [25]. This approach is limited
as it heavily depends on the segmentation results, which
could break the relative proportion between objects. Nonhomogeneous resizing, i.e., shrinking less important regions
more, was adopted by Wolf et al. [32], but the pixel-wise
mapping approach suﬀers high computational complexity.
Avidan [5] and Shamir [24] took a discrete approach to add
or remove “seams” of least energy. This results in a centralized eﬀect, and is powerful in object removal with interactive
image resizing. Yet seams carving will cause noticeable deformation with structured background. Recently, Wang et
al. [31] presented an image resizing method with a scaleand-stretch mesh, which computes an optimal scaling factor
for each region by combining visual attention and gradient
map. This method is only designed for images, and a bended
grid may distort the structure of complex backgrounds.

• We combine visual attention, semantic analysis, and
temporal consistency to generate a spatial-temporal
importance map for accommodating proper retargeting strategies with respect to diﬀerent shot types.
• We propose a novel spatial-temporal 3D rectilinear
gird framework to take advantage of importance maps
in an optimal manner, keeping the proportion of important regions as well as the perceptual coherency to
minimize both spatial and temporal distortions.
• We propose a hierarchical video parsing solution in
sports and ad videos to apply context to assist retargeting.

2.

RELATED WORK

2.1 Consumer Video Analysis
Much research has been devoted to semantic analysis and
indexing of consumer videos. In particular, to meet the general requirement of parsing consumer video, Luo et al. [18]
come up with a systematic audio-visual lexicon for the Kodak’s benchmark video data set, which involves concepts
in several predeﬁned categories including activity, occasion,
people, object, scene, sound and camera operation.

3. OVERVIEW
As shown in Fig. 2, our video retargeting scheme involves
three stages: (1) Hierarchical parsing of consumer videos,
(2) Spatial-temporal importance determination, involving
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Figure 2: Video retargeting system overview.
the Spatial Importance Map (SIM) and Temporal Consistency Map (TCM). (3) 3D grid optimization. The ﬁrst stage
parses the video content from low-level features to high-level
visual concepts to extract semantically meaningful information. The second stage determines the important regions
within a frame with SIM and extracts continuous regions
with TCM, and the ﬁnal stage of 3D grid optimization resizes the frames via a non-homogeneous and time-consistent
mapping scaleplate.
We employ hierarchical parsing to model the video context. From low-level features of dominant color, texture,
shape and contour, we detect shot boundaries and apply the
inter-frame diﬀerence to extract the changed or changeless
regions within a shot. Since visual attention plays an important role in the human visual system, which dynamically
allocates our perception to the most valuable information
embedded in the vast amount of video data, we introduce visual attention analysis to capture visually salient targets in a
generic sense. Through detecting visual concepts, we determine the presence of semantically meaningful objects, which
can be further combined with visual attention to generate
SIM. Moreover, visual concepts can be used to categorize
video shots into some predeﬁned shot types. Accordingly,
video retargeting could dynamically adjust the emphasis in
diﬀerent shot types. By combining semantic modelling and
visual attention analysis we simulate the process of human
perception for video content, so as to safeguard the performance of content-aware video retargeting.
Afterwards, a spatial-temporal rectilinear grid is built up
on the basis of SIM and TCM, which aims to maintain the
proportion of meaningful regions and to keep changeless regions still in a sequence of frames. We try to reduce both
spatial and temporal distortions. In the spatial domain, we
redistribute the distortions throughout a frame. In the temporal domain, the grid lines in a frame are constrained by
those in the previous frames, so that the retargeted video
can be made visually smooth and continuous. By taking
advantage of the small number of grid marks (compared to
pixel-mapping in [32]), the retargeted video can be optimized by gradient descent in real-time.

4.

employ three-tier visual content analysis to parse consumer
videos in a hierarchical way for deriving an importance map.
In this section, we introduce sports and ad video parsing
respectively in the context of video retargeting.

4.1 Sports Video Parsing
For sports video retargeting applications, we categorize
video shots into four classes: long, medium, close-up and
out-of-field. A long shot captures the global view of a playing ﬁeld/court or setting; a medium shot has less view coverage by zooming in to a speciﬁc part of a view; a close-up
shot gives more details of a subject, and an out-of-ﬁeld shot
involves audience, judge and other outside the play-ﬁeld subjects. As diﬀerent types of shots focus on diﬀerent objects,
our sports video parsing combines shot classes with other
visual concepts like ﬁeld, players and face to facilitate video
retargeting using ﬁeld-based concept extraction.

4.1.1 Shot Classification
Shot classiﬁcation is fairly useful for sports video analysis. Most existing approaches heavily rely on predeﬁned
rules and domain knowledge. Although these methods perform well over limited video datasets in some speciﬁc games,
it is not easy to come up with a generic and extensible solution. In the context of sports video retargeting, we propose a
generic approach for shot classiﬁcation. As shown in Fig. 3,
each key frame in a sports video can be represented by a set
of Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [19] descriptors.
Then K-means is employed to cluster SIFT descriptors into a
number of clusters, called codebooks. Finally, by quantizing
SIFT key points to codebooks, key frames are represented
as “a bag of visual words”, which are used in a trained SVM
classiﬁer. Our approach is ﬂexible and relies on less domain
knowledge which however plays signiﬁcant role in previous
work [9] [4] [14].

4.1.2 Visual Concept Extraction
In sports video, visual concepts often involve the playﬁeld/court, in-ﬁeld and out-of-ﬁeld subjects (e.g., players,
audience, ball, goal) Keeping the proportion and visibility of
those visual concepts of interest is critical in consumer video
retargeting. Below we introduce the extraction of playﬁeld
and in-ﬁeld subjects.
Play-Field We adopt a nonparametric color characterization model (NCCM) to extract play ﬁeld based on the mean

CONSUMER VIDEO PARSING

Syntactic and semantic analysis are important stages in
content-aware video retargeting. As shown in Fig. 2, we
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4.2 Ad Video Parsing

Classifier

Unlike sports video, ad video lacks well-deﬁned structure.
Many television ads are produced so elaborately that they
can be considered as miniature movies, say 30 seconds. Undoubtedly, such creative arts design has made ad video content analysis fairly challenging. Most previous work focused
on detecting ad breaks from TV streams. A visual concept
of Image Frames Marked with Product Information (FMPI)
was proposed by Duan et al. [7] as a clue to perform syntactic and semantic analysis in video ads. In this section, we
further detect visual concepts including brand image, product image and spokesman face for more eﬀective retargeting.

Figure 3: Generic shot classiﬁcation of sports video

shift procedure [8]. Diﬀerent from color histogram, it applies
spatial-temporal features clustering to seek modes for representing “dominant colors”, as shown in Fig. 4. Based on the
color modes, we can heuristically select color modes with
high percentage to represent the play-ﬁeld. Then the pixels
with dominant color are regarded as ﬁeld region, which is
modiﬁed by slant ﬁtting and convex contour tracking to get
the play-ﬁeld. Field ratio fr is the percentage of the ﬁeld
compared to the frame size.

4.2.1 Shot Classification
After shot detection [35] in ad videos, we classify the shots
into product, brand or neither by binary classiﬁcation. The
key frames are selected at the minimum average intensity of
motion vectors. We train the classiﬁers of brand and product
images by supervised learning. using 141-dimensional visual
features comprising 128-dimensional local features and 13dimensional global features [7].

4.2.2 Visual Concept Extraction
In ad videos, visual concepts include brand, product image and spokesman face in general. Examples are shown in
Fig. 6. As brand and product images are usually located
in the center with simple background, we employ the wellknown Watershed algorithm [29] to perform foreground and
background segmentation. Some example results are shown
in Fig. 7. For the spokesman image, we employ the multiview face detector [13] to locate the face. Beyond brand,

Figure 4: The NCCM model for play-ﬁeld extraction. Each column shows a key frame from soccer,
basketball and tennis video with the corresponding
3D representations of the selected color modes.
In-Field Object We represent objects, including players, faces and the soccer ball, by the mean position and its
coverage by the variances in x and y axis.
In long shots (see Fig. 5.(b)(c)(d)), based on the color
characterization, the position and coverage of objects are obtained by binary segmentation, namely computing color difference and applying morphology restrictions inside the ﬁeld.
In medium shots, similar approach is used (Fig. 5.(e)(f)(g)(h)).
Additionally, to avoid the half-occlusion problem, we estimate more complete regions by mirroring the color variance
vertically along the ﬁeld edge as shown in Fig. 5.(e). In
close-up and out-of-ﬁeld shots (See Fig. 5.(a)), we combine
face detection [13] and skin color analysis to detect head
area. In other cases without distinct playﬁeld, or the ratio
of playﬁeld is too low for object extraction, we use visual
attention instead.
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Figure 6: Visual concepts (brand, product image
and spokesman) in ad videos.
product and spokesman images, we could develop and utilize the lexicon of visual concepts in the context of consumer
videos proposed in [18] towards more semantic content aware
video retargeting. The visual concepts such as activities, occasions, objects, scenes, and people, etc. could contribute to
ad video parsing for locating important regions, which helps
produce more informative retargeted ad video.

which is deﬁned as a linear combination of contrasts in the
Gaussian image pyramid:
A(x, y) =

L 




I l (z) − I l (z )2

(2)

l=1 z  ∈S

Figure 7: Foreground segmentation of brand and
product images.

5.

SPATIAL-TEMPORAL IMPORTANCE DETERMINATION

where I l is the l − th level image P in the pyramid, and z is
the position (x, y). The number of pyramid levels L is 3 with
a 9 × 9 window. Visual attention map A(x, y) is normalized
to [0, 1]. Examples are shown in Fig. 8.
With visual attention map A(x, y) and objects D(x, y),
their relation to the unknown spatial importance S(x, y) as
SIM could be modeled by a Bayesian framework. By using
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion, we try to estimate the most likely SIM. That is, we maximize the probability distribution P over a sum of log likelihood:
arg max P (S | A, D)
S

To determine proper importance is critical for video retargeting, especially in consumer videos. In this section,
we combine visual concepts, visual attention and temporal
consistency to compute a spatial-temporal importance map
in videos. At the frame-level, we take advantage of visual
attention and visual concepts to derive the semantics contained importance map.
Visual attention alone cannot well represent the semantically meaningful importance. To give an example in sports
videos, the prominent red clothes of cheering fans or the surrounding ad board has yielded distracting visual attention,
as illustrated in row 1 of Fig. 8. Face as a important visual concept has been used in [32]. We extend it with other
context-based visual concepts, adaptively combining visual
attention and high-level parsing results to generate SIM,
which reﬂects both contextual constraints(semantic concepts)
and visual attractiveness(attention). Besides frame-level analysis, we further introduce TCM to make the retargeted videos
visually smooth and coherent temporally.

=

arg max{log P (A | S)
S

+ log P (D | S)}

(3)

For simplicity, we set P (S) is a constant and P (A) = P (D) =
0.5. The resulting S(x, y) ∈ (0, 1] are ﬁnally normalized as
SIM, which integrates visual attention with semantic concepts ﬂexibly, as shown in Fig. 8.
Original frame

Visual attention

Spatial Importance Map

5.1 Spatial Importance Map
Visual Concepts based Importance Map. In our
method, visual concepts are modeled in a set I = {t, r, F, D}
with shot type t, the semantically meaningful mask F of
potential important regions (e.g., playﬁeld/court in sports,
clear background excepted from distracting borders in ads)
and their area ratio r, subject density map D consisting of
the mean positions of each subject P = {p1 , p2 , ..., pk } and
corresponding covariance matrix V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vk }, pi ∈
R2 , vi ∈ R2×2 . Based on the results of object extraction,
we build a GMM to build up D by the summation of N
Gaussian distributions:
D(x, y) =

N


πk N (pk , vk )

Figure 8: Comparison of visual attention map and
SIM in sports and ad.

(1)

k=1

5.2 Temporal Consistency Map

where pk , vk and πk are the mean, covariance matrix and
weight of the important regions, respectively. πk is used for
accommodating proper retargeting strategies with respect
to diﬀerent shot type t. πk is proportional to to ﬁeld ratio
fr in sports video, while πk is proportional to the area ratio
between F and the whole frame in ads videos.
Visual Attention Map. We simply compute color contrast [17] to extract the visual attention map. As the size
of salient objects is unknown, color contrast is computed at
multiple scales. We employ a multi-scale contrast measure,

Motion is a useful cue to derive TCM. In most consumer
videos, motion analysis is subject to diverse camera movements such as pan, zoom-in/out and zoom-out. For retargeting applications of consumer videos, pixel-wise optical-ﬂow
is unsuitable in terms of computational eﬃciency. Instead
we resort to block-level frame diﬀerence for motion analysis. As shown in Fig. 9, we perform subtraction between
successive frames and average the inter-frame diﬀerences in
a 20 × 20 grid to yield TCM. And the black regions are
stationary which should be resized coherently over time.
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maximal times of iteration, which depends on frame size and
grid granularity. For example, 10 times is set in a 448 × 336
frames by 20 × 20 grid.

Figure 9: Frame-to-frame diﬀerence. Each column
shows a frame and its corresponding subtraction to
the next frame.

6.

Original frame

Spatial Importance Map

3D GRID OPTIMIZATION

Based on the importance map, we build up a 3D rectilinear grid for temporally consistent retargeting in heterogeneous consumer video. Our target is to maintain proportions
of important regions and achieve visual consistency. Diﬀerent from [31], the rectilinear grid, which acts as a scaleplate,
is to reduce structural deformation with fewer parameters.
Each frame is presented as a rectilinear grid G = (M, Q),
in which M is the 2D grid coordinate and Q is a set of quads
at the diagonal from lower left to upper right. The 2D grid
M = {mt,0 , mt,1 , ...mt,n } at time t, as shown in Fig. 10,
where n is the total number of quads (better to be 400 in
20 × 20). We initialize horizontal and vertical components
of M equally along the width and height of the image.
Based on SIM and TCM, we adjust the 2D grid M subject to grid line constraints, through minimizing the energy
of both spatial and temporal deformation. A global optimization is applied with a gradient descent method, which
is executed in real-time in our work.

Uniform grid and result

Figure 10: Example of grid optimization results.
The original image is downsized horizontally to 60%.
Corresponding grids show the comparison between
uniformly scaled grid and optimized grid scaleplate
for retargeting.
As illustrated in Fig. 10, the change in the slant angles of
salient quads on the diagonal is minimized by introducing
the SIM, which means the aspect ratio remains constant
whereas some parts have absorbed the distortion so some
grids on the right are squashed.
Temporal deformation energy. The temporal consistency is represented by changes of marks M between consecutive frames. We try to smooth the grid in time domain
by constraining the distance between successive frames. The
temporal deformation energy is deﬁned as:

6.1 Distortion Energy
Spatial deformation energy. For each frame, we measure the spatial deformation by formulating the changes of
grid aspect ratios, computed by the quads on the diagonal.
As mentioned in Section 5, fq denotes the weight from SIM
at the grid of 20 × 20, f q is the averaged weights of diagonal
quads. m ∈ M (q) denotes the vertex coordinates of quad
q ∈ Q (See Fig. 10). We measure the spatial distortion energy by weighted summation of the slant angle diﬀerences
Θq between original and optimized quads on the diagonal:

f q (1 − cos Θq )2
Ds (M ) =

Dt (Mt , Mt−1 ) =

=

m∈M (q)

mq · mq
)2
mq  × mq 

(1 − cq )mt − mt−1 2

(5)

where ms is the 2D marks at temporal index t, and mt−1
is the optimized mark of the previous frame. We introduce
temporally averaged frame-to-frame diﬀerence cq ∈ [0, 1] to
detect changeless regions, such as the scoreboard and the
goal in Fig. 5. The smaller the value of cq , the stiller the
quad q ∈ Q should be. Thus in static frames, ∀cq = 0 and
the deformation is maximal under mt−1 .



f q (1 −


m∈M (q)

m∈M (q)



Optimized grid and result

6.2 3D Grid Optimization With Border Constraints

(4)

In general, our optimization process aims to minimize
the total distortion energy, which can be represented by a
weighted sum of deformation spatially and temporally as:

The weight f q controls the contribution of importance regions’ deformation to the total spatial distortion measure
Ds . We initialize the grid mq uniformly for the ﬁrst frame,
and update the grid by minimizing spatial deformation Ds .
According to Eq. 4, we calculate the derivatives of Ds by
∂
cos Θq (cosΘq = cosΘq − α ∂(cosΘ
Ds ). As Θq is restricted
q)
to the interval 0◦ < Θq < 90◦ , Θq could be uniquely resolved.
For each frame, we calculate Θq and update corresponding
m by minimizing Ds with gradient descent. Through diﬀerentiating Ds to Θq , the vertices’ coordinates m of quad q are
updated if Ds k+1 < Ds k . It is repeated until k reaches the

D = γDs + Dt

(6)

As marks are restricted at the border to maintain each
grid cell as a square, that is m0 = (0, 0)T , mn = (n , m )T .
(n , m ) is the height and width of the output frame. Hence
we have incorporated this constraint into the grid updating
process during optimization. Given a shot, we ﬁrstly derive
optimized marks M from the spatial distortion energy Ds of
the ﬁrst frame via SIM. Subsequently we optimize the marks
of next frame via TCM subject to grid lines constrains, and
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size. Fig. 11 shows the performance of shot type classiﬁcation versus diﬀerent codebook sizes on SVM. The performance is not good when the codebook size is smaller than
50. The reason is that small codebooks are not very discriminative. As the codebook size increases, they will be
more discriminative. It is clear that when the codebook size
ranges from 50 to 1000, the performance is excellent and
nearly stable. Such small codebook sizes imply that codebooks across diﬀerent but relevant sports would share some
latent features.

update the marks of current frames by minimizing the overall distortion energy D = γDs + Dt weighted by γ. Such
process is repeated until a shot boundary is reached. Since
retargeting is based on perceptual satisfaction, it is unnecessary to gain a global optimum, in consideration of computational eﬃciency and the subjective evaluation of video
retargeting. Typical videos at 448 × 336 can be processed in
real time (15 frames/per second) with AMD 1.6GHz dual
core, 1GB memory laptop.
The entire procedure is summarized as below:

soccer
basketball
volleyball
tennis
table tennis
snooker
F1
swimming
jodo
figure skating

accuracy(%)

Algorithm 1: Spatial-temporal optimization procedure
Input: Initialize grid marks M (q) of frame t,
corresponding SIM and TCM between frame t
and t − 1
Output: Optimized M (q)
Compute spatial deformation energy Ds of frame t;
for k ≤ iteration times and Dsk+1 < Dsk do
∂
In view of SIM, cosΘq = cosΘq − α ∂(cosΘ
Ds ;
q)
Update corresponding M (q) under grid line
constrains m0 = (0, 0)T , mn = (n , m )T ;
Compute temporal deformation energy to the former
frame;

Dt (Mt , Mt−1 ) = m∈M (q) (1 − cq )mt − mt−1 2 ;
Get deformation energy D = γDs + Dt (γ = 0.3);
for i ≤ iteration times and Di+1 < Di do

∂D
In view of TCM, mt = mt − α ∂m
;
t
Update corresponding M (q) under grid line
constrains;
return optimized M (q);

codebook size

Figure 11: Shot type classiﬁcation performance versus diﬀerent codebook sizes.

7.1.2 Ad Video Parsing Evaluation

7.

To evaluate the performance of brand and product image
detection, we performed experiments on broadcast videos
including CNN, NBC, CCTV, MSNBC, NTDTV, LBC in
TREC’05, TREC’06 video database. Ads are distributed
in 8 classes, namely, automobile, finance, health care, IT,
food, beauty products, furniture, others. With 1180 brand
images and 1284 product images from the video data, in
which frames without brand or product are randomly chosen from all the video key frames, our results are F1 =
92.5%(product) and F1 = 87.2%(brand), which is comparable to [7] in locating brand and product images.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Our experiment mainly consists of two parts. First, we
evaluate the result of semantic parsing on sports and advertisement videos. Then we compare our retargeting results
with previous methods through comparison to ground truth
and extensive user study. Ground truth of retargeted images
and videos was manually labeled. Input images and videos
are collected from TRECVID, Kodak, Youtube and Flicker.
The selection of data considers three factors: Source diversity, which covers diﬀerent aspect ratios, resolutions,
and scene layout; Representativeness, that sports cover 6
types of playﬁeld and ads involve 8 typical classes of products; Coverage, which considers the number of sports/ advertisement types (17 sports types and 8 ad types) and the
size of image/video datasets in total.

7.2 Experiments on Retargeting
We evaluate our retargeting system on images and videos
separately. In sports, besides key frames from 10 types of
videos mentioned in Sec.7.1.1, we collect 323 images covering 7 more types of sports (American football, badminton,
baseball, gymnastics, athletics, cycling, and boxing). Then
we collect 49 sports video clips, 30 seconds long on average. In advertisement, 40 videos from TREC database and
362 key frames have been used in the experiment. These
images/videos have extensively covered diverse sports and
ad types both with and without visual concepts, which are
challenging and representative of the retargeting problem.
Results indicate that our methods are adaptable to diverse
video and shot types with varied scene layout, and support
downsizing, upsizing and change of aspect ratio. The rectilinear grid assures the important regions constant in aspect
ratio without much background distortion or line bending
artifacts. as shown in Fig. 13. Because perceptual satisfac-

7.1 Experimental Results of Video Parsing
7.1.1 Sports Video Parsing Evaluation
We study the shot type classiﬁcation performance on 10
types of sports: soccer, basketball, volleyball, tennis, table
tennis, snooker, F1, swimming, judo and figure skating, covering both indoor and outdoor, individual race and team
event, typical sports types with varied proportion of sports
ﬁeld (grass playground, bi-color plastic surface, racetrack,
swimming pool, indoor wrestling ﬁeld, surface of ice, etc.)
The codebook sizes used in previous work vary from several hundreds to thousands even tens of thousands [34].
Thus there is no consensus as to the appropriate codebook
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tion is much more important than quality completeness in
the task of retargeting, we compare our results with cropping and resizing methods and conducted user studies on
images and videos to assess the viewers’ reactions.

Table 1: Viewer preference in the user study of image based retargeting results.
Scaling
Non-homo Resizing
Seam Carving
Optimal mesh
Our results

7.2.1 Comparison with Ground Truth
We incorporate the criterion of Information Maximization
(IM) and Deformation Minimization (DM) in evaluation of
retargeting results. Since there are no deformation problems
for cropping and no obvious information loss in resizing, we
compare with two representative approaches [28] [32] on percentage of information loss and distortion respectively.
To create the ground truth, a user was presented with the
original frame and was asked to identify important objects
with a bounding rectangle. Then the ground truth importance map is built, so that the center of the marked focuses
are set weight 1 with a Gaussian distribution by the width
and height of the rectangle, while other regions are set to 0.1.
The information loss is formulated by the percentage of pixels discarded, weighed by the ground truth importance. On
average, cropping introduces 35% loss in comparison with
our 14.3% less information loss. An example of comparison
images is shown in Fig. 12.

Original

Cropping

Original

non-homogeneous
Resizing resizing

Vertically 60%
9.2%
13.7%
4.5%
9.2%
63.4%

Horizontally 60%
4.5%
4.5%
27.3%
9.2%
54.5%

video test compromised 10 naive subjects: 2 secretaries, 3
librarians, 3 arts students and 2 salesmen. The other 10
subjects were electronic engineers.
Image retargeting results: The experiment involved
323 sports and 362 advertisement images to be downsized
to 60% vertically or horizontally. Each tester was shown 20
original images randomly selected from the datasets with a
random sequence of the results by uniformly scaling, nonhomogeneous resizing [32], seam carving [5], optimal scaleand-stretch mesh method [31] and our algorithm, and they
were asked to point out the most acceptable one. As listed
in Tab. 1, our results are preferred. The optimized grid
ensures local aspect ratio to be perceptibly accurate. The
viewer preference of vertical results is higher than horizontal
ones, because the out-ﬁeld in sports could be cut out and
the ﬁeld is emphasized in a long shot. Results from scaling
and non-homogeneous resizing are similar while the latter
performs better with face detection and motion-based modiﬁcation; Seam carving creates a sort of condensed eﬀect
when there are intervals horizontally, but it will mistakenly
preserve the grainy background, or destroy the background
structure discretely. See Fig. 13.
Comparison in Video results: Totally 49 video clips
from World Cup 2006, Premiership game 2007 and TRECVID’
05 & ’06 news corpus were tested respectively on diﬀerent
sports shots and ad videos with or without visual concepts.
Based on the criterion of IM and DM, we adopt four attributes to score the retargeted results: Consistency (No
fault camera movement or photographic addition/removal);
No Deformation (No artifacts on focuses); Coherence
(No temporal jitter); and Overall Quality (Averaged scores
by subjects) to judge the performance. We presented the retargeted video generated by cropping [28], resizing [32] and
our methods in a random order, and ask participants who
were unaware of the techniques to score each clip by ﬁve
scales corresponding to strongly accept(5), accept(4), margin(3), reject(2), and strongly reject(1) on each of above
four attributes. From Tab. 2, cropping zooms in with
an enlarged eﬀect, but introduces disturbing pseudo-camera
movements. Beneﬁting from domain knowledge, our results
are more accepted by the viewers with proportion constancy
and photography invariance. In particular, the clarity has
been improved signiﬁcantly in the long and medium shots.
It performs like a combination of cropping and resizing with
enriched adaptability. The coherence slightly declines due
to the characteristics of wrapping methods, but it does not
degrade the overall superiority.

Our result

our
Ourresults
results

Figure 12: Comparison with cropping and resizing.
Then we compare distortion with resizing[32], which is
judged by the percentages of aspect-ratio changes compared
to the original frame. Users mark the objects on both the
original frame and two retargeted frames, as shown in Fig. 12.
The averaged results show 48.2% distortion with resizing,
and our algorithm outperforms with less distortion of 21.5%.

7.2.2 User Study
Since there are several image retargeting methods that
are potentially available for video processing, we compare
our results with each of them by the percentage of users’
preference. Then we evaluate the performance of video results in contrast to resizing and cropping. Both image and

8. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a uniﬁed framework for consumer video
retargeting that keeps objects proportion and has coherent
visual eﬀect. Instead of adopting local saliency features,
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Table 2:
Scores of video retargeting methods with respect to diﬀerent shot types or objects(brand/product/face). Others denote the shots
without visual concepts detected.
Videos
Long
Sports

Medium
Closeup
Outﬁeld

Ad

With
object
Others

Consistent/No deform/Coherent/Overall
Our method
Cropping[28] Resizing[32]
4.8/4.9/4.5/
1.8/4.8/3.0/
4.3/1.8/4.0/
4.7
3.2
3.4
5.0/4.7/4.4/
2.3/4.6/3.7/
4/2.8/3.6/
4.7
3.5
3.5
5.0/4.6/4.9/
3.5/4/4.2/
4.5/3.0/3.0/
4.8
3.9
3.5
4.3/4.6/4.3/
2.4/4.8/4.3/
4/3.3/3.9/
4.4
3.8
3.7
4.8/4.5/4.9/
3.5/4.8/2.6/
4.1/3.0/3.4/
4.7
3.6
3.5
4.4/3.3/4.0/
3.4/4.7/3.0/
4.4/3.2/3.7/
3.9
3.7
3.8

we integrated hierarchical semantic parsing and visual attention to build up a Semantic Importance Map as a more
accurate descriptor. Combined with Temporal Consistency
Map, we developed a 3D spatial-temporal grid framework
for non-homogeneous and smooth video retargeting, which
is optimized by incorporating both spatial deformation and
temporal discontinuity. Our work will be further extended to
other consumer video domains like news and family videos.
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Figure 13: Results comparison on sports and advertisement. The original frame is downsized to 60% horizontally or vertically.
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